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1. BACKGROUND

Within the framework of the CAFE programme a number of indicators are to be used to
illustrate the development issues of air quality. For a number of these indicators targets
will be selected to develop policy options. In the CAFE Steering group and in the WG on
Target Setting and Policy Assessment there has been some discussions.

A questionnaire (Annex 1) was sent to the members of the WG to support to support the
discussion on indicators for the CAFE baseline and on targets for the IAM.

In between, the European Commission has selected a contractor for a service contract
following an open procedure of procurement. The contractor shall be a consortium of
International Institute of Applied Systems Analysis (IIASA), the Norwegian
Meteorological Institute (METNO) and the National Technical University Athens
(NTUA). This means that the EMEP/RAINS model system is to be used in the
development of the CAFE baseline and the variants thereof and the development of
Integrated Assessment Modelling.

2. ANALYSIS AND TENTATIVE CONCLUSIONS

In the first WG meeting the discussion led to some first conclusion on the necessity of
transparency in the development of the indicators and the targets. There were also several
members that emphasised the importance of validation of the data and the model to be
used in the development of the CAFE baseline and the IAM. Many members of the WG
also pointed at the importance of the transport sector in the analysis of policy options.

The answers on the questionnaire from the members are given in the Annex 2. The
analysis of the answers has been performed on the basis of leading up to conclusions i e
for the use of indicators and target setting in CAFE. The conclusions are tentative and
should be viewed as a balance between the wish to satisfy most of the propositions and to
have a set of workable indicators and targets.
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2.1. Indicators for CAFE Baseline, IAM and for other groups

There is a general consensus that the proposed list of indicators is close to what we need.
There are differences in priorities and the total number of indicators. Many helpful
suggestions are proposed that may help in the CAFE programme. The preliminary
analysis and tentative conclusions would be:

•  The indicators should focus on impact and air quality. Of particular interest are
indicators directly related to objectives in directives (AQ and NEC) and
international commitments.

•  There is support to develop indicators linked with cost-efficiency and climate
change.

•  The indicators should be based on scientific findings and should be robust. Also
the accuracy of the data used for the indicator is of concern.

•  Indicators for the CAFE programme should build on those already developed for
the monitoring of policy progress, such as the EEA proposed “core indicators”
and the “environmental headline indicators” of the EU Sustainable Development
Strategy. However, the objective and scope as well as the data sources of the
CAFE indicators are different.

•  The set on indicators should fulfil the needs of CAFE and its integrated policy
advice. This means that the purpose each CAFE indicators should be clearly
related to the policy relevance.

•   The indicators for CAFE may be used for and by different groups. Primarily the
users of the indicators will be the participants of the CAFE programmem such as
members of the SG and WG:s. However, some of the indicators may be used to
convey information to other groups of concern, such as other parts of the
European Commission, decision-makers in the Members States and Accession
Candidate Countries, Council and the EP and the general public.

•  Indicators for the CAFE Baseline and the Integrated Assessment Modeling have
to be decided as soon as possible. Later on further indicators may be developed
for the assessments of benefits and cost-efficiency and for other purposes.

From the answers and from discussions in the CION it is clear that the indicators may be
divided according to their purpose (or target groups).

•  Indicators to be used to monitor the progress of the environmental issue, such as those
developed by EEA (Core indicators) and EUROSTAT/EEA Headline indicators for
monitoring the progress of the Sustainable Development Strategy. Most of these
indicators are produced from statistics collected by EEA and EUROSTAT.

•  Indicators to be used in the development of policies on environmental issues. To the
extent possible the same indicators should be used for the monitoring of progress.
However for several reasons there may be differences: the development needs a larger
range of indicators to study the different policy options and these indicators are mainly
information and data from different models.  Two subgroups may be distinguished:
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– Indicators for the Cafe baseline and the Integrated Assessment Modeling. These
indicators have to be chosen early to be part of the model chosen to develop the
CAFE baseline and its variants. Needless to point out but there must also exist a
method to quantify the values of the indicators within the framework of the
RAINS model.

– Complementary Indicators for the CAFE baseline and policy options. Once the
CAFE baseline and main policy options have been chosen more indicators may
be added to illustrate and quantify the effects (not only environmental). These
indicators may be seen as added-on to those indicators used in the model
framework of EMEP/RAINS. The advantage is that more time is available for the
development. A service contract is under consideration to address some of these
indicators, such as health and environment benefits of actions.

•  Indicators for the information to other groups, such as stakeholders outside the
Steering Group of CAFE, the European institutions (Council and European Parliament
and the Committees) as well as a larger European public. Most probably this set would
be a subset of indicators to illustrate the main outcome and options of the CAFE
analysis and policy advice.

A set of indicators for CAFE baseline and Integrated Assessment Modelling as well as
suggestions for other CAFE indicators is given below in tables. These have been
structured in classes corresponding to the DPSIR conceptual model.

2.2. Targets in CAFE IAM

On the questions on target setting there is also a general consensus, but the answers are
not as many nor as elaborate as on indicators. The preliminary analysis and tentative
conclusions would be:

•  A limited number of indicators should be selected for the targets. The primary
targets should focus on impact and air quality, with the objective to reduce
impact. Of particular interest are targets directly related to objectives in the 6th

EAP (no harmful effect on health and the environment), directives (AQ and
NEC) and international commitments (CLRTAP).

•  The WG TS and PA, the WG on PM and the SG all play important roles in
modifying the initial targets in the development of final targets. In the setting of
final targets information from other indicators, such as cost analysis and societal
and equity considerations, plays a role.

•  Different levels of ambition for the protection i e targets could be studied in the
IAM. The ambition level ranges from attaining the objectives set down in the AQ
and NEC directives, including reducing the risks, all the way to non-exceedence
of critical loads/levels and WHO guidelines, and going beyond increasing the
security margin.

•  The targets for IAM could build on the experience of the targets used for the
development of the NEC directive, complemented with new information on the
health effects at the urban scale and on the dynamic effects of acidification and
level II on ozone.
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•  The target indicators are very different, some relate to health others to
environment. The outcome of a specific scenario with a set of targets has to be
evaluated, keeping in mind that the benefits are not directly comparable with each
other. It is like comparing apples and pears. Feasibility, sector and country costs,
equity and other aspects are important in the final selection of targets. Several
members express concerns to use monetary cost-benefit analysis in an
indiscriminate way.
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Table of Driving force indicators

Indicator Used for/by Metrics Comment
GDP growth General information on

economic development, Input
to PRIMES

Percentage growth,  accumulated
growth, GDP per Capita and per sector
and per country

This information is
produced by SCENES.
Important to have MS
and ACC opinion on the
values

Indicator for SEO 2004 and in TA for
service contract on Baseline and IAM

Population General information Total, by age and density per country
or region

Indicator for SEO 2004 and in TA for
service contract on Baseline and IAM

Urban population General information Total, by age and per country or region Projections for urban
development may be
lacking

Indicator for SEO 2004 and in TA for
service contract on Baseline and IAM

Energy prices General information Energy development of prices by fuel
type

Important to have MS
and ACC opinion on the
values, particularly if the
countries produce
independent energy
forecasts

Indicator for SEO 2004 and in TA for
service contract on Baseline and IAM

Energy production and
consumption

General information on
energy consumption.

Total and per sector, fuel type
Percentage growth

Variants possible to
study options for
implementation of Kyoto

Indicator for SEO 2004 and in TA for
service contract on Baseline and IAM
Information generated by
PRIMES/TREMOVE

Transport demand and
transport mode

General information, input to
as well as output from the
TREMOVE model

Total transport demand, and demand
per mode, personal vs goods transport

Indicator values based
on models feasible.
Indicator values based
on EU statistics may be
developed under 2002.1

Information generated by
PRIMES/TREMOVE

                                                
1 Indicator proposed as a headline indicator, evaluation of feasibility made by EUROSTAT “Analysis of the open list of environment-related headline indicators rewuested by the

December Council. European Commission doc dated 10.7.2002.
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Table of Driving force indicators cont d

Indicator Used for/by Metrics Comment
Agricultural demand Input to agricultural modelling Somewhat unclear metrics Indicator for SEO 2004 and in TA for

service contract on Baseline and IAM
Information generated by agricultural
baseline

Agricultural production Input for assessment of
emissions

Area for agriculture, live stocks per
country

Indicator for SEO 2004 and in TA for
service contract on Baseline and IAM
Information generated by agricultural
baseline

Eco systems General information of
sensitive areas

Areas for sensitive ecosystems for acid
and eutroph. compounds, Km2 and %

Unclear how such
information may be
produced

Indicator for SEO 2004 and in TA for
service contract on Baseline and IAM

Cultural heritage General information of
sensitive areas

Urban and other areas with important
cultural heritage

Unclear how such
information may be
produced. Suggestions
welcome
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Table of Pressure indicators

Indicator Used for/by Metrics Comment
Emissions of Sox, Nox,
NH3, VOC, CO

Assessment of performance
in relation to NEC directive,
Input to the RAINS modeling

Total, per sector and per country.
Important sub-sectors, such as road
transport should be explicit.

Indicator for SEO 2004 and in TA for
service contract on Baseline and IAM

Emissions of PM (Primary
and secondary)

Assessment of particles,
including PM10 and PM2.5

Total, per sector including the
contribution of secondary particles.
Important sub-sectors, such as road
transport should be explicit.

Indicator values based
on models feasible both
for PM2.5 and PM10 (?).
Indicator values PM10
primary emissions
based on EU statistics
may be developed under
2002.2

Indicator for SEO 2004 and in TA for
service contract on Baseline and IAM

Urban emissions of Sox,
Nox, NH3, VOC, CO and
PM

Assessment of urban air
quality

Total, per sector. Important sub-
sectors, such as road transport should
be explicit.

Unclear whether the
data based on EU wide
statistics are available.
Input from MS and ACC
equires major effort.

Indicator for SEO 2004 and in TA for
service contract on Baseline and IAM
Indicator values based on models
feasible for 8 CITY DELTA cities.

Emissions of HM and
POPs

Assessment of health effects Total, per sector Unclear to what extent
the data are available.
Lack of projections for
2010.

Emissions of climate
change related pollution

Assessment of the impact on
other env. Issues

Total emissions of GHG in eq. CO2
per country, total effect of CO2, CH4,
CO, PM, ozone

May be placed in impact
indicators.

Indicator for SEO 2004 and in TA for
service contract on Baseline and IAM.
RAINS may produce such information
in about two years.

Emissions of other
regulated and non-
regulated substances
such as benzene

Unclear if this may
produced in the context
of the service contract.

Some information may be produced
by the TREMOVE model for the
transport sector.

                                                
2 Indicator proposed as a headline indicator, evaluation of feasibility made by EUROSTAT “Analysis of the open list of environment-related headline indicators rewuested by the

December Council. European Commission doc dated 10.7.2002.
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Table of State indicators

Indicator Used for/by Metrics Comment
Regional air quality Assessment of state; follow

up on the AQ dir.
Annual means and percentiles of SO2,
NO2, NH3, VOC, per 50X50 km and
per country for a no. of meteorological
years.

In relation to AQ LV or
guidelines. Need for
daily max or time
series?
Possible indicator for
target setting

Annual means will be possible to
produce from the service contract on
Baseline/IAM.

Regional air quality -
ozone exposure

Assessment of state, follow
up on AQ directives

Summertime April to September
daytime ozone levels AOT40 per
50X50 km. For a no. of meteorological
years
Annual AOT 60 as health related
indicators .

In relation to AQ TV.

Possible indicator for
target setting

AOT 40 or modified and AOT60 (or
other) indicator will be possible to
produce from the service contract on
Baseline/IAM.

Regional deposition of
acids

Assessment. Follow up on
the NEC dir.

Annual means of S or acid load per
50X50 km and per country

Possible indicator for
target setting

Will be possible to produce from the
service contract on Baseline/IAM

Regional deposition of
eutrophying substances

Follow up on the NEC
directive

Annual means of N species per 50X50
km and per country

Possible indicator for
target setting

Will be possible to produce from the
service contract on Baseline/IAM

Urban background air
quality

Assessment of state follow
up on AQ

Annual means and percentiles and 24h
time series of SO2, NO2, NH3, O3,
VOC, PM from the CITYDELTA.
EEA SEO background data based on
urban monitoring data.

In relation to AQ LV and
TV.
Differences in methodo-
logy for indicator from
models and from
environmental statistics.
Possible indicator for
target setting.

Will be possible to produce from the
service contract on Baseline/IAM for
8 CITY DELTA cities

Hot spots and street
canyons

Assessment of state follow
up on AQ LV

Separate study under consideration

Changes in pH in
precipitation

Unclear how to account
for changes in cat-ions
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Table of Impact indicators

Indicator Used for/by Metrics Comment
Ozone damage on health Assessing the potential

impact on the population
AOT 60 in each grid point times the
population density. Per country and
total

May be overestimating
the impact  in urban
areas, Differences in
methodology for
indicator from models
and from environmental
statistics.
WHO advice needed on
relevance of AOT 60.
Possible indicator for
target setting

Indicator for SEO 2004 and in TA for
service contract on Baseline and IAM

Ozone damage on crops
and vegetation

Assessing potential impact
on the population

AOT 40 (or the new level II concept)in
each grid, per country and total

Differences in
methodology for
indicator from models
and from environmental
statistics.
ECE advice needed.
Possible indicator for
target setting

Indicator for SEO 2004 and in TA for
service contract on Baseline and IAM

Acidification damage Assessment of total acid
effect of S and N species

Area with deposition times the excess.
(Or area times the acid deposition)
Effect of S and N species

Differences in
methodology for
indicator from models
and from environmental
statistics.
Possible indicator for
target setting.
Possible to account for
recovery time for
selected points.

Indicator for SEO 2004 and in TA for
service contract on Baseline and IAM
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Table of Impact indicators, cont d

Indicator Used for/by Metrics Comment
Eutrophication damage Assessment of total eutrophic

effect
Area with deposition times the ex-
cess. (Or area times the acid depo-
sition) Effect of different N species

Differences in
methodology for
indicator from models
and from environmental
statistics. Possible
indicator for target
setting

Indicator for SEO 2004 and in TA for
service contract on Baseline and IAM

Air pollution health impact Assessment of health
impacts

Mortality and life expectancy changes
of PM 2,5 and PM 10

Differences in
methodology for
indicator from models
and from environmental
statistics.
Possible indicator for
target setting

Indicator for SEO 2004 and in TA for
service contract on Baseline and IAM

Air pollution in urban
areas

Assessment of health
impacts

Mortality, morbidity and life expectance
changes of air pollution. No of people
living in urban areas with non-
compliance of AQ LV and TV

Differences in
methodology for
indicator from models
and from environmental
statistics.
Possible indicator for
target setting

Indicator for SEO 2004 and in TA for
service contract on Baseline and IAM
Urban air pollution impact may be
quantified in 8 CITY DELTA cities

Nitrogen atmospheric
burden to coastal areas
and neighbouring seas

Assessment of eutrophication
of seas

Possible to produce within the service
contract for BLS and IAM

Visibility changes Assessment of particle
impact

Visibility (beta) changes in different
parts of Europe

Lack of methodology to
convert particle no and
size to beta

Air quality impact on
material and cultural
heritage

Should be possible to produce from
the service contract on Baseline/IAM
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Table of Impact indicators, cont d

Indicator Used for/by Metrics Comment
HM and POP
environment and health
impact

Deposition to forest soils, agricultural
soils and sea areas. Impact on human
health via food intake

Are there models that
we can rely on to assess
the impact on human
health? There is also a
lack of emission
scenarios.

Other regulated and non-
regulated pollutant impact

? Predominantly impact of
VOCs on health in urban
areas ?

Climate change impact of
critical load and levels.

?

Ambient air quality impact
comparison

Compares impact of ambient
air quality to effects of other
pollutants (indoor air quality
or smoking?)

?

Acidification and
eutrophication recovery

Assessment of the future
recovery of soils and waters

Suitable time period could be 2020 and
2050

The indicators
acknowledges the fact
that acidification and
eutrophication has long
recovery times. Lack of
information over Europe.

May be partly possible to model within
the service contract for BLS and IAM
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Table of Response indicators

Indicator Used for/by Metrics Comment

Efficiency of actions Measure of efficiency of policy
option

Reduction in tonnes per action per
country and per sector

Unclear how action
should be defined.

Costs of actions Part of the cost benefit analysis
and also for cost-effectiveness

Costs in monetary terms, total and
per mass of emission, per country
and per sector.

Indicator for SEO 2004 and in
TA for service contract on
Baseline and IAM

Benefits of actions Part of cost-benefit analysis Benefits in quantitative terms
(reduced mortality, morbidity, effects
on cultural heritage and material) as
well in monetary terms. Per country
and region.

To be develop. Separate
contract under consideration.

Sustainability and equity
indicators (societal and
economic)

To obtain social acceptance. Important but difficult
concept

To be developed

Short term actions Assess efficiency of short term
actions and local measures

Reduction of emissions in ton per
day of short term actions and related
to impact on air quality and impact
on human health.

To be developed
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Annex I Questionnaire sent to the members of the WG 11 July 2002

QUESTIONNAIRE TO THE MEMBERS OF THE WG ON TARGET SETTING AND POLICY
ASSESSMENT.  PLEASE RESPOND NOT LATER THAN 20 AUGUST. SEND
RESPONSE TO ANDRÉ ZUBER (ANDRE.ZUBER@CEC.EU.INT)

Indicators for Baseline scenarios and Integrated Assessment Modelling (IAM)
and CAFE

Indicators for the use in CAFE may be related to different aspects of air quality or air
quality management. One possible structure according to EEA is to class indicators
according to the policy cycle of Driving forces, Pressures, States, Impacts and Responses.

1. a What are your views concerning priority indicators for policy development in CAFE
and for the Baseline scenarios and IAM ? (The annexed list may give some guidance)

…………………………………………………………………………………………..

1.b  What type of indicator would be most appropriate?

………………………………………………………….…………………………………

1.c Do you have suggestions on how these should be defined?

……………………………………………………………………………………………..

2. What other aspects of indicators for CAFE are important? (Examples would be
conveying information to a wider public or the use of indicators on the local, regional,
national and EU scale.)

………….………………………………………………………………………….

……………………………………………………………………………………………..

3.a What are your views on indicators related to economically and societally sustainable
development, such as resource management, cost-efficiency, cost benefit and equity?

……………………………………………………………………………………………

3.b Is it useful to identify these types of indicators for the purpose of CAFE?

……………………………………………………………………………………………..

3.c If not, how should these issues be addressed?

……………………………………………………………………………………………
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4. What other views or issues are important in the selection of indicators for the CAFE
program?…………………………………………………………………………………..

…………………………………………………………………………………………….

Targets for IAM and CAFE

Targets for the use in CAFE are specific objectives to be achieved exactly or as far as
possible with the aid of a set of policies and measures. The target values are to be defined
in later discussions within the CAFE program. The questions below are to give some feel
for the views of the members of the WG on TS and PA and a base for discussions in the
WG.

5. Which indicators should be used for target setting in CAFE and particular for the
IAM?

……………………………………………………………………………………………..

……………………………………………………………………………………………...

6. The actual target value may reflect the level of ambition for protection of human health
or the environment or other aspects. The 6th environmental action program states that the
aim is to contribute to a high level of quality of life and social well being for citizens by
providing an environment where the level of pollution does not give rise to harmful
effects on human health and the environment. What is your interpretation of the aim in
relation to setting initial and final targets for CAFE?…………………………….

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

7. What are your views concerning the process for setting the initial and final targets for
the CAFE program?

…………………..…………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

8. What other views or issues are important in the selection of initial and final targets for
the CAFE program?………………………………………………………………………..

…………………………………………………………………………………………….

PLEASE SEND THE ANSWERS TO THE QUESTIONNAIRE TO ANDRE ZUBER
(andre.zuber@cece.eu.int) NOT LATER THAN 20 AUGUST.

mailto:andre.zuber@cece.eu.int
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Summary of possible air pollution and climate change indicators in the SEO2004
baseline scenario (under development). Technical Annex to Baseline scenario and
IAM study call for proposal

Indicators in bold are essential air pollution and climate change indicators for CAFE.

Indicators for socio-economic, sectoral and demographic driving forces

Indicators DPSIR2

GDP growth (total & by sector) D
Energy prices (by fuel type1) D
Energy consumption and production (total & by sector, fuel type1) D
Population (total & by age, household) D
Urban population (total & by age, density) D
Transport growth (total & modal split) D
Agricultural demand D
Agricultural production (area, by live stock type) D
Ecosystem (by type, area, critical load ) D
Waste production (by type, e.g. landfills) D

1  E.g. Petrol, Gas, Diesel, Steam, Nuclear, Solar, wind, thermal, biofuels
2 Driving forces, Pressures, State, Impact and Policy Responses

Indicators for Air Pollution

Indicators DPSIR
Emissions acidifying pollutants (total & by sector) P
Emissions ozone precursors (total & by sector) P
Emissions primary and secondary PM10 (PM2.5 to be developed) (total & by
sector)

P

Emissions SO2 (total & by sector) P
Emissions Nox (total & by sector) P
Emissions NH3 (total & by sector) P
Emissions NMVOC (total & by sector) P
Urban emissions NOx, VOC, PM10, (PM2.5), SO2 P
Effectiveness of policies and measures1 to reduce SO2 emissions1 P+R
Effectiveness of policies and measures1 to reduce NOx emissions1 P+R
Effectiveness of policies and measures1 to reduce VOC emissions P+R
Effectiveness of policies and measures1 to reduce NH3 emissions P+R
Effectiveness of policies and measures1 to reduce PM10 emissions P+R
(Percentage) Area Exceedance Critical Loads (max, 2%, 5%) Total acidity S
(Percentage)  Area Exceedance Critical Loads (max, 2%, 5%) Nitrogen S
Average accumulated exceedance (AAE) of nutrient nitrogen and acidity S
Exceedance days/potential population/vegetation exposure for ozone at the
regional level

S

Exceedance days/potential population exposure for ozone in urban areas S
Exceedance days/potential exposure for PM10 in urban areas S
Exceedance days/potential exposure for SO2 in urban areas S
Exceedance days/potential exposure for NO2 in urban areas S
Aggregated exceedance AQ standards (in development) S
Exposure of crops/forests to ozone S
Human health exposure, risk and effects by air pollutants (total & by component)3 I

                                                
3 This indicator needs further to be developed in co-operation with WHO-Europe.
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1 Policies and measures in the baseline scenario

Indicators for Climate change

Indicators DPSIR
Emissions of six greenhouse gases (GHG) (total & by sector) P
Emissions CO2 (total & by sector) P
Emissions CH4 (total & by sector) P
Emissions N2O (total & by sector) P
Emissions fluorinated greenhouse gases (HFCs, PFCs, SF6) P
Effectiveness of policies and measures1 to reduce GHG emissions (by
gas/sector)

P+R

Concentration GHG (total & by component, world/Europe) S
Radiative forcing (total & by component) world/Europe S/I4

Temperature world/Europe (annual mean deviations) S/I
Precipitation Europe S/I
1 Policies and measures in the baseline scenario

Indicators for the interaction between air pollution and climate change

Indicators DPSIR
Sulphur, ozone and PM effect on climate (e.g. temperature) P
Climate change effect on Percentage Area Exceedance  Critical Loads
Total acidity

I

Climate change effect on Percentage Area Exceedance  Critical Loads
Total nitrogen

I

Climate change effect on urban air pollution stress (e.g. O3) P
Effectiveness of existing climate change policies and measures for
air pollutant emission reduction (SO2, PM10, NOx)

R

                                                
4 An extended set of climate change impact indicators is under development by EEA/ETC-ACC and

expected to become available in 2002
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Answers received from the members of the WG – In order of receipt at the European
Commission (Slight changes in the layout due to cut and paste, the original questions are
in Times Roman 12 p whereas the answers from members are in Ariel 10 p)

12 July from Ton Blom (NL)

EXCERPT FROM EMAIL

Hereby some answers concerning your questionnaire on indicators.

For IAM a lot of indicators are already set and the question is whether we should add parameters
if possible.

For Air pollution the indicators mentioned in the excel file are in principal the right ones. Some
remarks on this:

- emissions of acidifying pollutants (also eutrofying pollutants) are the same as SO2, NOx, NH3

- for ozone NOx and NMVOC are important but also CO and CH4 with respect to the average
concentration, where there is a strong relation with climate change

- urban emissions: does this mean that member states must generate these figures for all cities?
This will be very problematic. On the other hand it is important that we get information in the
CAFE-program on hot spots with respect to exceedance of limit values. Therefore it's necessary
that calculations for some sample cities in Europe are done and for these cities information on
urban emissions is necessary.

- I assume that here is meant the assessed policy and measures and to be developed in the
CAFE-program, but this is already in the IAM at the moment (for example baseline scenario).
Hereby it is important that also information on PM2.5 is generated, because in the CAFE process
there will be a discussion on the necesity of target setting for PM2.5.

- On air quality effects:

* add indicator on accumulated exceedance of acid and nutrient nitrogen for every member state
and for Europe

* add also indicator on premature deaths and illness for example number of premature mortality ,
reduction of statistical life expectancy and DALY.

* add AOT60 (target in NEC-directive) and necessary for calculating exceedance of ozone 8-hour
value

* depending on the discussions on PM2.5 it may be necessary to develop an indicator for this
substance

* for exceedance of limit values(especially NO2 and PM10) it's important to get also information
on hot spots and not only average concentration in 50x50km grids.

* exceedances for CO, C6H6 and Pb have no priority for us

* exposure and consumption of toxic chemicals can be deleted

- indicators for climate change: add emission CO as precursor of ozone which is also a
greenhouse gas

- indicators for interaction between air pollution and climate change: these should be extended to
all indicators for air pollution; not only effects of climate change measures on air pollution
indicators should be calculated but also effect of air pollution measures on climate change
indicators.
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- Remarks on targets :

Question 5:basic targets are reduction of health effects (premature death and illness) and
reduction of effcts on ecosystems and vegetation; from these other targets can be derived such
as air quality standards, emission ceilings deposition standards.

Question 6: In my view initial targets are related to a specific year (for exemple NEC 2010); final
targets are in the case of NEC emission ceilings which will not lead to harmful effects on health
and environment which should be reached in the long term. These long term goals can be derived
in principal from WHO-guidelines has been asked whether it is necessary to use extra safety
factors for effects mixtures of pollutants; this could lead to more stringent guidelines as final target
than the present air quality guidelines.
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16 August from Daina Ozola (LV)

Indicators for Baseline scenarios and Integrated Assessment Modelling (IAM)
and CAFE

1. a What are your views concerning priority indicators for policy development in CAFE
and for the Baseline scenarios and IAM ? (The annexed list may give some guidance)

Indicators for Air Pollution (human health as priority);
Indicators  for Climate Change (GHG emissions as priority).

1.b What type of indicator would be most appropriate?

Air pollution:
State indicators -limit value for protection of human health (sulphur dioxide, nitrogen
oxides, benzene concentrations, PM 10);

- limit value for protection of ecosystems.

Transboundary air pollution:
Pressure indicators – sulphur dioxide, nitrogen oxides, VOC (in accordance to the 

Gotenburg Protocols).
Acidification:

State indicators – changes in pH of precipitation;
Deposition of total nitrogen and sulphur;
Mean concentrations of grond level ozone.

1.c Do you have suggestions on how these should be defined?

Is no absolute suggestions.

2. What other aspects of indicators for CAFE are important? (Examples would be
conveying information to a wider public or the use of indicators on the local, regional,
national and EU scale.)

Indicators must be selective with optimum of the information’s potential for definite purpose (wider
public, the local, regional, national, and EU scale)

3.a What are your views on indicators related to economically and societally sustainable
development, such as resource management, cost-efficiency, cost benefit and equity?

They are important in general purpose (air pollution is only one of the seven thematic strategies in
the Common Position).

3.b Is it useful to identify these types of indicators for the purpose of CAFE?

For information and working knowledge in a coherence with the 6 EAP.

3.c If not, how should these issues be addressed?

4. What other views or issues are important in the selection of indicators for the CAFE
program?

Principe of sustainability in the more pollutes areas (energetic sector, transport, and agriculture).
Reduction of GHG (CO2 credits).
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Targets for IAM and CAFE

5. Which indicators should be used for target setting in CAFE and particular for the
IAM?

I am not ready to set an answer on assigned question.

6. The actual target value may reflect the level of ambition for protection of human health
or the environment or other aspects. The 6th environmental action program states that the
aim is to contribute to a high level of quality of life and social well being for citizens by
providing an environment where the level of pollution does not give rise to harmful
effects on human health and the environment. What is your interpretation of the aim in
relation to setting initial and final targets for CAFE?

Initial target – to set up indicators and policy assessment in accordance with the 6 th
Environmental Programme
Final target – in co-operation with Steering Group to set up keynotes for acting through EC
legislation on an assessment of health and environmental effects, on a baseline scenario for
emissions and air quality, modelling of the costs/benefits associated alternative policy.

7. What are your views concerning the process for setting the initial and final targets for
the CAFE program?

I am not ready to set an answer on assigned question.

8. What other views or issues are important in the selection of initial and final targets for
the CAFE program?

The approach in the selection of initial and final targets must be consecutive in relation to
priorities to reach the objectives set out in the 6 EAP. and other indicating Policy Acts.
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19 August from Daniella Pasella (I)

Indicators for Baseline scenarios and Integrated Assessment Modelling (IAM)
for CAFE

1. a What are your views concerning priority indicators for policy development in CAFE
and for the Baseline scenarios and IAM ? (The annexed list may give some guidance)

The indicators reported in the attached list take into account in a comprehensive way of a large
number of aspects to be analysed in the Baseline Scenario and the IAM study.

The priority should be given to those indicators related with the effects on the human health and
the environment, although the cost feasibility and the social sustainability of the policies should be
carefully verified, at any phase, throughout the analysis, even considering the use of appropriate
indicators. Moreover, for the development of the Baseline scenarios and IAM study, also energy
indicators, related with the energy scenarios should have higher priority.

1.b  What type of indicator would be most appropriate?

Indicators intrinsically related with the phenomenon under analysis, suitable to quantify the impact
on the human health and the environment, as well as indicators suitable to quantify the cost
feasibility and the social sustainibility of the proposed policies. Such indicators, supported by a
general scientific consensus,  would be the most appropriate for the Baseline Scenario and the
IAM study. Anyway, indicators should have a more detailed level of description of the effects
and/or pressures they are representing.

1.c Do you have suggestions on how these should be defined?

Referring to the above indicators, these should be developed starting from basic variables
connected with the complex phenomenon under analysis (temperature, pressure, concentrations,
exposed area and populations, GDP, interest rate, etc.) which should be functionally correlated
with the desired indicators. In any case, indicators must be strictly related with phenomenon they
are describing.

2. What other aspects of indicators for CAFE are important? (Examples would be
conveying information to a wider public or the use of indicators on the local, regional,
national and EU scale.)

Indicators should be also used to depict pollution situations at urban level. The indicators
developed for the Baseline Scenario and the IAM study could be later aggregated at a higher and
simplified level to provide indicators suitable for a wider public information

3.a What are your views on indicators related to economically and societally sustainable
development, such as resource management, cost-efficiency, cost benefit and equity?

Indicators related to economically and societally sustainable development are important for the
social acceptability and economic sustainability of the strategy to be implemented

Moreover, they should be limited  in a number. Their evaluation, in the Café context, should take
into account, as much as possible, of an integrated approach on all the environmental media, for
avoiding the introduction of measures  which could have possible adverse effects on other
environmental policies.

3.b Is it useful to identify these types of indicators for the purpose of CAFE?

The indicators related to economically and societally sustainable development are useful and they
should be used during the all process.

3.c If not, how should these issues be addressed?
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4. What other views or issues are important in the selection of indicators for the CAFE
program?

All the indicators should be robust, clear in definition and meaning, non overlapping and non
redundant

Targets for IAM and CAFE

Targets for the use in CAFE are specific objectives to be achieved exactly or as far as
possible with the aid of a set of policies and measures. The target values are to be defined
in later discussions within the CAFE program. The questions below are to give some feel
for the views of the members of the WG on TS and PA and a base for discussions in the
WG.

5. Which indicators should be used for target setting in CAFE and particular for the
IAM?

Assumed that a comprehensive set of indicators is essential for a complete analysis, all the
indicators reported in the annexed list should be used, directly or indirectly for the target settings
in the CAFÉ program, taking into due account of the review processes in progress in framework
of UNECE and WHO. Moreover, in our view, it could be interesting to explore the possibility to
introduce two additional indicators: a visibility indicator, expressing the reduction in the air
transparency due to the pollutant and a material indicator expressing the corrosion effect of the
pollutants on materials. However, for both indicators, the feasibility of implementation in IAM
should be carefully assessed.

6. The actual target value may reflect the level of ambition for protection of human health
or the environment or other aspects. The 6th environmental action program states that the
aim is to contribute to a high level of quality of life and social well being for citizens by
providing an environment where the level of pollution does not give rise to harmful
effects on human health and the environment. What is your interpretation of the aim in
relation to setting initial and final targets for CAFE?

The objectives of the 6th environmental action program should be taken carefully into account
while defining the targets of CAFE Program. In the frame of the sensistivity scenario analysis, an
interesting hypothesis could be the development of highly ambitious scenario, based on the
complete fulfilment of the objectives of the 6th environmental action program, which could lead to
the definition of the initial and final targets. In any case, the choice of the targets should be
assessed reflecting a fair balance between the need of ensuring harmless levels of pollution and
economically and societally acceptable policies, to be implemented to achieve the ultimate goal of
health and environment protection.

7. What are your views concerning the process for setting the initial and final targets for
the CAFE program?

The process of setting the initial and final targets for the Café program should take into account
of: a quantitative assessment of the effects on the human health and the environment, technical
feasibility of the measures to be implemented, quantitative assessment of cost feasibility and cost
distribution among the EU Member States. On this basis, the initial and final target values can be
defined.

8. What other views or issues are important in the selection of initial and final targets for
the CAFE program?

Transparency in the methodology and consensus on the adopted set of targets
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20 August from Lars Lindau (S)

Regarding use of indicators in the EU CAFE program

Background
Comments about use of indicators in the CAFE program have been asked for by the
Commission.

Grids 50*50 km
Accumulated exess acidity
Time for recovery of x % of ecosystem area
Area exceedance critical loads acidity and eutrophication
Accumulated excess nitrogen deposition
AOT 40
AOT 60
The new level II for ozon-crops and vegetation
Excess of limit values, PM 10 , PM 2,5 and ev PM 1,0 , annul averages. The limit values will be
decided from the WHO report and the directives
Mortality
Morbidity(?)
Visibility

The urban background
Excess of limit values, particulates PM 10 , PM 2,5 and ev PM 1,0  and SO2 , NO2 and O3 ,  time
averages as in the directives
Number of people exposed to exceeded limit values
The limit values will be decided from the WHO report and the directives
Dose ?

Hot spots-street canyons
Excess of limit values , particulates PM 10 , PM 2,5 and ev PM 1,0 and NO2 , time averages as in
the directives.
Number of people exposed to exceeded limit values
The limit values will be decided from the WHO report and the directives
Dose ?

Emissions
SOx ,  NOx , VOC , NH3 , particulates less than PM 10 and PM 2,5 . By country and by sector as
in the new agreed reporting format

Cost-benefit
Monetary terms

Deposition to sea areas
Nitrogen

Materials and cultural heritage
Cost calculations and stock at risk

Heavy metals
Deposition to forest soils , agricultural soils and sea areas

Regarding target setting for IAM and the CAFE program

Background
Comments about target setting in the context of the CAFE program and integrated assessment
modelling ( IAM ) have been asked for by the Commission .

The Commission send out a tender  for the development of the baseline and policy  scenarios
and integrated assessment modelling for the CAFÉ program in May this year .
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Previous studies
In the preparation for the LRTAP Gothenburg protocol and the EU ceilingsdirective the
environmental targets used were the following

Interim environmental quality target 

Acidification
Gap closure on accumulated excess acidity 95 %

Health related ozon
Gap closure on AOT 60 67 %
Max AOT 60 ( to be achived in 4 out of 5 years) 2,9 ppmh

Vegetation related ozon
Gap closure on AOT 40 33 %
Max excess AOT 40 ( average over 5 years ) 10 ppmh

Eutrophication
Gap closure on accumulated excess nitrogen deposition 60 %

The  new starting points
The new problem areas we now have to deal with are
-Local air quality for SO2 , NO2 and particulates
-Particulates in the grids
-Dynamic modelling for acidification and ev eutrophication
-Stage II for oxidants and crops

Acidification
Use the same parameter as previously , excess acidity ,  but eventually  increase the ambition
level  , 97 % ?

Include dynamic modelling in the way discussed at the ICP mapping at their meeting this year ,
see report EB.AIR/WG:1/2002/11 . Further conclusions will be available after the meeting of the
LRTAP expert group in November . What is new is the time for recovery for the basic objective
connected to the critical load . That means for forest eco-systems BC/Al and for fresh waters
ANC.  Alternatives discussed are base saturation and critical pH . The targets have probably to be
different for fresh waters and forest soils. They could be a certain time for recovery, 25, 50 or 100
years  for the whole grid and a percentage of the ecosystem area in the grid .  Possible targets for
forest soils are 50 years to recover 50 % of the ecosystem area in all grids  or 100 years to
recover 95 % of the ecosystem area  in all grids . The time horizon for fresh waters is shorter.

It has been discussed if the recovery processes can change the critical loads as such . However,
if that is the case it will not change the basic outline presented .

The final target have to be the one expressed in the  EU acidification strategy.

Eutrophication
More problems to include dynamic modelling than for acidification. Start by using the previous
format .

There is also a discussion going on to include biodiversity . It will be discussed at a LRTAP
workshop in Switzerland in the fall this year.

Ozone health
Wait for the WHO report . Till then no change , use the previous format

Ozone vegetation
At  the  LRTAP workshop in Gothenburg  in October this year criteria and also data for new level II
or revised level I for crops , semi-natural vegetation and trees will be established.

Particulates
There will be calculations of levels of particulates for the grids 50*50 km ( background air) and
also for thr urban background and  hot spots , especially for street canyons .
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The starting point have to be the EU directive for 2005 for particulates and the recommendation
for 2010 ( PM 10 ). The limits have to be met at all places, also street canyons .The
corresponding figure for the 50*50 km grids have to be calculated  . Possibly only the annual
average are needed for the grids .
There  will be proposals for PM 2,5 and eventually also PM 1,0 from the WHO study. We have to
wait for these and the figures to choose for a 50*50 km grid,  for the urban background and for
the hot spots. .
At meetings of the  LRTAP Task Force IAM ,  IIASA has presented an alternative target for
particulates , based on the correlation particulates –mortality . They have worked with calculations
of urban and rural populations for 50*50 km grids and used data from three US cohort studies .
They have then calculated the exposure of PM 2,5 based on scenarios for 1990 , CLE 2010 and
MFR .They have calculated both the primary and secondary formation of particulates . In the
report  the reduced average life expectancy due to PM 2,5 pollution have been calculated for
countries and not for grids . The reduction in statistical life expectancy have been between zero
and 800 days , that means up to about two years . If we choose the 50*50 km grid for the target
setting then the driving force will be the large urban areas in Europe . Politically I think we have to
choose a figure less than a year for any 50*50 km grid . A first guess could be half a year , 180
days  but a final target have to  much less .

SO2 and NO2
Use the air quality directives , they have to be met everywhere ( also street canyons ) and make
calculations of what that means for a grid 50*50 km . Possibly only annual average is needed for
the grids .Use the directives for the urban and hot spot calculations .
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21 August from UNICE (D Johansson)

Response to note and questionnaire to the members of the CAFÉ Working Group on Target
Setting and Policy Assessment

(Brussels, 21 August 2002, DG ENV-C1/AZ D(02)410819)

UNICE Air Quality Working Group

Indicators for Baseline scenarios and Integrated Assessment Modelling (IAM) for
CAFE

1. a What are your views concerning priority indicators for policy development in CAFE
and for the Baseline scenarios and IAM ?
For the sake of manageability, the number of indicators needs to be limited. This is consistent
with the Commission’s view expressed in the cover note of the questionnaire. We would add to
this that indicators need to be: transparent; based on reliable data; good surrogates for what we
really want to know; and able to indicate where appropriate the severity of any exceedances of
targets.

The indicators selected have the potential to be used in a variety of ways, such as:

•  To judge the impact of the baseline scenario;
•  To define a set of potential policy objectives for a number of exploratory IAM modelling

runs (policy scenarios);
•  To assess the potential impact of alternative policy scenarios and to aid selection of a

preferred policy scenario;
•  To assess in greater detail the implications of the preferred policy scenario;
•  For communication to policy-makers; and
•  For communication to the general public (addressed under question 2).

There are a number of criteria that need to be applied in choosing which of these indicators are
suitable for each of the tasks needed, for example:

1. Are the data available and comprehensive (geographically, across sectors, over time
etc.)?

2. How reliable are the data in themselves?
3. How well do the data represent what they purport to represent/are they a good surrogate

for what we really want to know, e.g. do the critical loads data represent actual ecological
damage?

4. Are there better indicators that could be developed and used instead?

Whilst recognising that it could be difficult from a political perspective, disaggregation of data
within larger European countries (particularly those which extend a long distance North-South,
e.g. France, Italy) would be helpful from a technical point of view.

1.b  What type of indicator would be most appropriate?

1.c Do you have suggestions on how these should be defined?

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS 1 B) AND 1 C) ARE GROUPED TOGETHER

The annexed EEA list presents a long and very diverse list of indicators and provides a good
basis for discussion but there needs to be some specification of how indicators will be prioritised.
Some indicators should be deleted altogether (see further below). Whilst some of the measurable
indicators are useful metrics for defining the current state of the environment, the document
indicates that a major purpose is to provide targets for use in IAMs. Far from all can be used
uncontroversially for this purpose. The entire range of indicators proposed is too large to provide
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feasible targets for IAMs. There is no need for numerous indicators when a few will tell the story.
However, we do believe that a range of indicators are needed, not only those focusing on
receptors, e.g. it is important to show how emissions are reducing year on year as well as the
improvements in the state of the environment.  Emissions per se are not strictly environmental
indicators they are important to show trends in measures to reduce air pollution. Indicators for
environmental effects of emitted materials are probably more appropriate, but do require the use
of models to link them with emissions.

There is a need to draw a distinction between:

•  Indicators which are used to measure and report on 'state of the environment'
•  Targets which may be used within an IAM to identify least-cost abatement options

The relevance of each indicator is very important and is not considered in the annexed list (see
further below). The list should indicate which indicators are more important than others, i.e., which
of them are more important for IAM, policy assessment and target setting.

Some of the indicators in the list are easily measured, whilst others must be modelled. This latter
route introduces much scope for questions about validity and interpretation and any such
indicators should be used with appropriate caution.

The primary indicators on air quality, air emissions and exceedance days are relatively well-
defined and should be given preference, whereas the suitability of less well-defined indicators
(such as internalisation of external costs, eco-efficiency of sectors, intensity of material use etc)
should be carefully assessed in the light of our further comments.

Before addressing the matter of the most appropriate indicators in more detail we believe it would
be useful to summarise the key data we believe would be needed for an assessment of the
Baseline scenario and IAM:

Data needed to assess the impact of the baseline scenario
•  Predicted air quality/deposition (SOx, NOx, PM10, PM2.5, O3 – hotspots for other pollutants

are likely to relate to point sources and need to be dealt with at the local level - multi-time
horizons e.g., 2010, 2015 and 2020).

•  Uncertainty bands around predicted air quality/deposition data.
•  Air Quality Limit Values/Critical Loads/Critical Levels.
•  Compliance levels with AQLVs/CLs (2010, 2015 and 2020).
•  Air emissions (SOx, NOx, PM10, PM2.5, NMVOC, greenhouse gases, NH3, for 2010, 2015,

2020) sectorally disaggregated.
•  Costs by country/sector.

Data needed for assessing exploratory IAM modelling runs (policy scenarios).
•  Predicted compliance with AQLVs/ecosystem targets (multi-time horizon)
•  Analysis of the contributions of local sources and transboundary pollution to

exceedances.
•  Air emissions (SOx, NOx, PM10, PM2.5, NMVOC, NH3, greenhouse gases, multi time

horizon) sectorally disaggregated.
•  Potential sectoral measures, efficiency, costs (by pollutant).
•  Costs by country/sector.
•  Cost-effectiveness.

The inclusion of multiple time horizons is important given the dynamic nature of national energy
scenarios (consumption and makeup) and the dynamics of technology replacement, especially in
the transport sector.
Furthermore, for those pollutants where exposure over longer time periods is a concern for
human health, the dose due to ambient air should be compared with other sources of exposure,
such as indoor air pollution.  This should illuminate whether other policy measures may be more
appropriate/cost-effective to minimise overall risks to the individuals concerned.  In the case of
crop exposure, it would be helpful to assess the area of sensitive ecosystems/crops potentially
affected and the implications of drought conditions/artificial irrigation in these areas on dose.
Additionally, there is a need for data for communication to policy decision-makers on:

•  air quality;
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•  impact of air quality;
•  reduction in dose/exposure due to improvements in ambient air quality;
•  air emissions;
•  efficiency of measures;
•  costs e.g., by sector.;
•  cost-effectiveness; and
•  equity issues.

Equity issues have been added to this list of indicators as we believe it is important that such
impacts of any proposed targets, and later policy-measures, are considered.

Some specific comments on the annexed EEA list of indicators:

•  An indicator like “biodiversity index” appears hard to justify in the CAFE context at any
rate and especially under the category “driving forces”. Likewise is the indicator “area
devoted to organic farming” of questionable value.

•  For “waste production” care needs to be taken that the indicator measures what waste is
actually generated at a societal level not taking into account waste which is immediately
recycled at plant level.

•  Accumulated exceedance of AQ standards is a relatively new concept and, by its very
nature, more difficult to interpret. It is also more vulnerable to uncertainties as discussed
below.

•  Human health exposure, risk, and effects are the starting point of the process of
establishing air quality limit values. We do not understand why this complex process is
listed as a single item. It is worth noting that each component is subject to major
uncertainties of definition.

•  Short-term temperature/precipitation changes over small spatial scales are not sensible
indicators of global climate change.

•  Most of the indicators in the table on interaction between air pollution and climate change
(no. 4) tend towards the speculative and should be used with much caution.

•  The targets for air quality concerning PM10 will be evaluated in 2003.  There are a lot of
scientific uncertainties surrounding the effects of fine particles (<10 microns). The impact
of fine particles needs to be discussed, before inclusion in IAM.

To come to the specific question of most appropriate indicators/suggested indicators in the
context of the Baseline Scenario and IAM assessment of CAFE, we offer the following input:   
Air Quality/Ecological Indicators: These should be directly relatable to the established
environmental targets designed to protect human health or ecosystems5 e.g., air quality limit
values or target loads. This of course would reflect any update of environmental targets as a
consequence of the CAFE process.
Examples of such “human health” indicators in the EEA list are exposure of urban populations to
levels above the limit values. As indicated in our response to question 1a, we believe such
indicators should be refined to express the severity of exposure above the limit value (essential in
establishing policy priorities).
Examples of “ecological” indicators in the EEA list are percentage/area of ecosystems exceeding
their critical loads. It is clear that the NECD and Gothenburg processes did not include data on
the area of ecosystems but only the percent of ecosystems exceeding their critical load. As we
move to higher levels of compliance as a consequence of previous actions, areas of non-
compliance (acidification “hot-spots”) may well be best tackled by local measures (e.g., liming).
For this to be a “visible” option, the additional indicator of area of ecosystems exceeding critical
load is vital.
Furthermore, for ecological indicators, the inclusion of the severity of exceedance would be a
helpful addition. Whether ecosystems are at 1.05 times or 5 times the critical load provides an
important perspective for policy priority. The ratio of actual load over critical load as an Indicator
would be a simple means of delivering this perspective.
Under question 1a, we highlight the need for indicators to be reliable. This raises the issue of
uncertainty and its potential impact on indicators. An example of this is the use of AOT concepts
                                                

5 Additional environmental concerns such as the protection of national heritage would similarly
be expressed in terms of an environmental target.
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with respect to ozone. The problem here is that, in principle, a 0.5 ppb excursion above the
threshold for 1000 hours is allocated the same significance as a 5ppb excursion for 100 hours.
Given that the IAM process and the determination of the Baseline Scenario rely on complex
modelling with inherent uncertainties, the attribution of significance to 0.5 ppb excursions may
compromise the robustness of the AOT concept. A potential solution would be to develop a
filtering process for excursions that lie within the band of modelling uncertainty.

2. What other aspects of indicators for CAFE are important? (Examples would be
conveying information to a wider public or the use of indicators on the local, regional,
national and EU scale.)

Reliable indicators for the local scale could greatly assist in designing consistent local strategies
to deal with residual hotspots e.g., would permit comparisons/characterisation of hotspots in
different locations.
Indicators for communication with a wider public often need to meet totally different criteria than
the ones used in the policy-making context of CAFE albeit they are likely to be interested in
similar issues (air quality, likely exceedances, who may be affected etc.). The public is, however,
likely to ask for more visual than technical indicators (such as recovery of a certain ecosystem). It
is important that such indicators are scientifically robust but also clear and understandable as they
are meant to create public policy awareness. It would be important also to include the costs for
reaching those improvements.

For now, however, focus should be on the, much more technical, measurable (and modelled)
CAFE indicators and the public-communication indicators should not be mixed with those.

3.a What are your views on indicators related to economically and societally sustainable
development, such as resource management, cost-efficiency, cost benefit and equity?

Economically and societally sustainable development, such as cost-efficiency of measures, are
very important issues and should be considered within the CAFE process.
However, monetary evaluation of benefits as part of a cost benefit evaluation is still an evolving
and highly uncertain area. For this reason, cost benefit analysis should be used but only to
compare scenarios i.e., on a relative basis and then only to assist in the “Risk Management” step
of establishing the human health or ecological targets. Once such targets have been established,
the IAM should be confined to identifying the least cost means of delivering these targets i.e.,
focus on cost-effectiveness.
Taking care to ensure that any indicators used are well defined, one could develop indicators that
express the contribution of a given pollutant/sector to residual exceedances of the environmental
target (not always clear from emissions alone). We have already indicated the need for indicators
describing such conditions under our answer to questions 1b)/c) above but they could be further
elaborated into including, inter alia, transport growth and modal split, potentials for energy
efficiency improvements, changes in energy scenarios etc., thus allowing structural changes to be
considered in addition to end-of-pipe solutions. The availability of such indicators would assist in
setting priorities for further action beyond the Baseline Scenario and support wider issues which
the Commission needs to take into account.

3.b Is it useful to identify these types of indicators for the purpose of CAFE?

Yes, but see 3a) above and 4 below.

3.c If not, how should these issues be addressed?

Not applicable.

4. What other views or issues are important in the selection of indicators for the CAFE
program?

We would like to emphasise the points we have made already - that indicators for the CAFÉ
program should be transparent, specific, measurable and relevant.
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5. Which indicators should be used for target setting in CAFE and particular for the
IAM?

We would recommend that the final indicators should be selected once the baseline scenario has
been run and we have identified/characterised: any residual air quality/ecosystem protection
related issues that need to be addressed; and the level of uncertainty in this information.

Target-indicators should be focussed on end-points and outcomes (i.e. from Industry’s point of
view pressure and state indicators, not drivers or response indicators), thereby allowing flexibility
in how the targets are achieved.  Preference should be given to targets expressed as air quality
levels and deposition loads thus avoiding any ambiguity regarding links between air quality and
health/ecosystem impacts.

The justification for the introduction of new percentiles of critical loads in the list is not clear. It is
unlikely that seeking such a degree of precision will lead to greater levels of environmental
protection.

6. The actual target value may reflect the level of ambition for protection of human health
or the environment or other aspects. The 6th environmental action program states that the
aim is to contribute to a high level of quality of life and social well being for citizens by
providing an environment where the level of pollution does not give rise to harmful
effects on human health and the environment. What is your interpretation of the aim in
relation to setting initial and final targets for CAFE?

Include an acceptable risk scenario for the initial targets and strive towards negligible risk for
“final” or ultimate targets.  That is to say, the statement “…does not give rise to harmful effects…”
provides a good starting-point for a discussion on what “harmful” actually means and a key aim in
setting targets for CAFE must be to develop in advance a shared societal understanding as to
what constitutes “harmful” environmental and health effects (recognising that this may change
with time and circumstances) given the significant social and economic consequences arising
from the pursuit of such an objective.

7. What are your views concerning the process for setting the initial and final targets for
the CAFE program?

We believe the process of target setting for CAFE (initial and final) should be iterative with open
dialogue involving all stakeholders. The key steps in this process being:

1. The establishment of the Baseline Scenario
2. The identification and characterisation (temporal, spatial, severity etc.) of residual areas

of non-compliance with existing environmental targets
3. Identify the need for, and potential magnitude of new targets.
4. Use IAM to inform on costs of incremental improvement of amelioration strategies at both

regional and urban levels using IAM for a series of ambition levels all the way to
Maximum Feasible Reductions.

5. Identify initial and final targets using outcome of steps (3) and (4) above.

The final targets should be selected to address environmental/health effects which we feel
confident should- and can- be addressed in a cost-effective manner though measures taken at
the European level rather than at the local level.
It is essential that sufficient time be allowed for all stakeholders to prepare their position on the
proposed final targets.

8. What other views or issues are important in the selection of initial and final targets for
the CAFE program

Once again: keep the amount of targets limited.
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*********
COMPLEMENTARY INFORMATION PRESENTED 16 OCTOBER TO THE COMMISSION BY A
GROUP OF REPRESENTATIVES FROM INDUSTRY (K Harsham, J-G Bartaire, L White, B.
Celard and P. Goodsell).

Explanatory Notes on UNICE List of Indicators for Baseline Scenarios and IAM and CAFE

This note provides the background to the selection of the indicators given in Attachment 1. In
addition, where appropriate, it provides explanatory notes on the individual indicators.

General Approach: The proposed indicators have been selected in the context of the priority
concerns identified for the CAFE programme as set out in the Communication from the
Commission “The Clean Air For Europe (CAFE) Programme-Towards a Thematic Strategy for Air
Quality” (COM (2001) 245 final). This affirms the substantial improvements in urban air quality in
the EU over the past decade and, in the area of air quality, identifies the two remaining high
priority concerns for CAFE. These are fine particulates (including secondary) and ozone. The
recent Communication from the Commission (COM (2002) 524) “Analysis of the ‘open list’ of
environmental-related headline indicators” affirms this same priority.

The other priorities identified for CAFE are the need to address the residual problems of
Acidification, Eutrophication and the problems associated with deposition such as concerns over
damage to cultural heritage.

The list of indicators has also been selected so that the various inputs and outputs of the IAM
process can be appropriately examined.

Focus on Compliance Indicators: In the proposed list of indicators we have focussed on
indicators designed to measure compliance with established health or environment based targets
e.g., an air quality limit value or critical load. In doing so, we recognise that other indicators may
be appropriate in the specific process used to determine these targets. Examples of such
indicators are “change in disability-free life expectancy” and the environmental effects on
buildings/cultural heritage (contribution to critical loads/levels). However, it is important to
separate the process of setting the targets (involving risk assessment and risk management
steps) from that of determining the level of compliance. Such a separation is consistent with the
purpose of the indicators currently under discussion. These are designed to assist in the
assessment of the Baseline Scenario and the IAM process. The Baseline Scenario is designed to
identify the level of compliance achieved by already mandated measures and the IAM process is
designed to explore various cost effective strategies to either improve the level of compliance or
ensure 100% compliance.

Compliance Bands: The attached list of Air Quality Indicators extends the concept of the degree
of compliance with the target (air quality limit value or critical load/level) to compliance bands. By
indicating the level of compliance in appropriate bands between the target and levels above the
target, the policy maker is in a position to better assess the policy priorities and policy
implications. For example, it is would be important for the policy assessment to know that the
Baseline Scenario indicates the percentage of population living in urban environments above the
air quality limit value is X%. However it would also be important to know the proportion of the
population living in environments above, say, 1.1 times the limit value. This additional information
provides vital input to the respective roles of European wide, regional or local policy responses.

The additional benefits of exceedance bands are that they provide additional information on the
likely severity of emission reductions required to achieve compliance. The bands suggested for
the indicators given in the attached list are based on the need to provide a sufficient number of
data points to inform the policy debate without prejudging the policy options. The values indicated
should at this stage be seen as purely indicative and will be further developed.

Policy Indicators: Whilst we recognise the need to assess the effectiveness of policies and
measures, we believe we are not in the best position to recommend methodologies and tools in
this area and consider the Commission could draw upon their experience in policy and measures
management to refine the definitions of these indicators on which we would be happy to have the
opportunity to comment.
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Attachement 1: Indicators proposed by UNICE

Air Quality Indicators
Acidification:
(Percentage) Area Exceedance (e.g. 1, 1.05, 1.1, 1.25...)*Critical Loads (max, 2%,5%) Total
acidity
Eutrophication:
(Percentage) Area Exceedance (e.g.  1, 1.05, 1.1, 1.25...)*Critical Loads (max, 2%,5%) Nitrogen
Exposure of crops/forests to ozone:
Area of exceedance of (e.g.  1, 1.05, 1.1, 1.25...)*Ozone targets (AOT 40 for crops and forests)
Exceedance days/potential population exposure for ozone (Urban/Regional):
Number of people exposed to Concentrations > (e.g.  1, 1.05, 1.1, 1.25 ...)*Limit Value (LV)
Extent of areas/cities with exceedance of LV (26 highest day (8 hour max))
Exceedance days/potential exposure for PM10 (urban):
Number of people exposed to Concentrations > (e.g. 1, 1.05, 1.1, 1.25...)*LV
Extent of areas/cities with exceedance of LV (annual average, 36 th highest day)
Exceedance days/potential exposure for NO2 (urban):
Number of people exposed to Concentrations > (e.g. 1, 1.05, 1.1, 1.25...)*LV
Extent of areas/cities with exceedance of LV (annual aver., 19 highest hourly cc.)

Notes:
1. The indicators here are confined to those related to the residual air quality concerns
    identified by DG Env as the focus for CAFE viz: fine particulates, ozone, NO2,
    Acidification and Eutrophication
2. The role of indicators aimed at expressing: Human health exposure, Change in
   disability-free life expectancy, environmental effects on material/cultural heritage is in the
   "upstream" environmental target setting process. This involves risk assessment and risk
   management steps. The process is complete when the targets are established, therefore
   compliance indicators should always be related to the environmental targets.

Indirect Input Indicators
1. Driving forces (Socio-economic, sectoral, demographic)
GDP growth (total/sector)
Population (total, by age,household)
Urban population (total, by age, density)
Energy prices (by fuel type)
Energy consumption/production (total, sector, fuel, type)
Transport growth (total, modal split)
Volume of transport and GDP (vehicles x km)
Modal split of transport (vehicles x km)
Agricultural demand
Agricultural production (area, by live stock type)
Ecosystem (by type, area, critical load)

Direct Input Indicators
2. Indicators for Air Pollution
Emissions primary and secondary PM10/PM 2.5 (total, by sector)
Emissions SO2 (total, by sector)
Emissions NOx (total, by sector)
Emissions NH3 (total, by sector)
Emissions NMVOC (total, by sector)
Urban emissions NOx, VOC, PM10, (PM 2.5), SO2

Policy indicators
2. Indicators for Air Pollution - to be developed
Effectiveness of policies and measures to reduce SO2 emissions
Effectiveness of policies and measures to reduce Nox emissions
Effectiveness of policies and measures to reduce VOC emissions
Effectiveness of policies and measures to reduce NH3 emissions
Effectiveness of policies and measures to reduce PM10 emissions
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 22 August from Ulrik Torp (Dk)

Indicators for Baseline scenarios and Integrated Assessment Modelling (IAM)
and CAFE

1. a What are your views concerning priority indicators for policy development in CAFE
and for the Baseline scenarios and IAM ? (The annexed list may give some guidance)

It is our point of view that the DPSIR structure from the EEA is very useful and since it is already
accepted and used e.g. within the transport sector we would support that.

1.b  What type of indicator would be most appropriate?

Energy consumption and emission indicators may be very useful

1.c Do you have suggestions on how these should be defined?

No comments………………………………………………………………………………..

2. What other aspects of indicators for CAFE are important? (Examples would be
conveying information to a wider public or the use of indicators on the local, regional,
national and EU scale.)

We are no sure what you are heading for. Several indicators in the list could be used on all
scales.……………………………………………………………

3.a What are your views on indicators related to economically and societally sustainable
development, such as resource management, cost-efficiency, cost benefit and equity?

As long as the indicators are easily understandable they could be useful in the CAFE. But
complicated indicators could bring more confusion than clarity.………………………

3.b Is it useful to identify these types of indicators for the purpose of CAFE?

See answer to 3.1…………………………………………………………………………..

3.c If not, how should these issues be addressed?

4. What other views or issues are important in the selection of indicators for the CAFE
program

No comments……………………..

Targets for IAM and CAFE
Targets for the use in CAFE are specific objectives to be achieved exactly or as far as
possible with the aid of a set of policies and measures. The target values are to be defined
in later discussions within the CAFE program. The questions below are to give some feel
for the views of the members of the WG on TS and PA and a base for discussions in the
WG.
5. Which indicators should be used for target setting in CAFE and particular for the
IAM?
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Indicators related to impact on health and ecology .

6. The actual target value may reflect the level of ambition for protection of human health
or the environment or other aspects. The 6th environmental action program states that the
aim is to contribute to a high level of quality of life and social well being for citizens by
providing an environment where the level of pollution does not give rise to harmful
effects on human health and the environment. What is your interpretation of the aim in
relation to setting initial and final targets for CAFE?

The aim in the program had to be that general but regarding air pollution we had to build on a
higher degree of security. We all breathe the air and our food is exposed to deposition of many
harmful substances. The Limit Values from the WHO do contain a degree of risks. The final
targets should minimise these risks as much as technological possible.

7. What are your views concerning the process for setting the initial and final targets for
the CAFE program?

So far a very good process. It is useful to have the working group. The discussion in the group is
very focused

8. What other views or issues are important in the selection of initial and final targets for
the CAFE program?

It goes without saying that the targets also should be possible to understand for the public
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22 August from EEB (Christer Agren)

Preliminary response from the European Environmental Bureau, prepared by Christer
Ågren (2002-08-22)

Indicators for Baseline scenarios and Integrated Assessment Modelling (IAM)
and CAFE

1a) What are your views concerning priority indicators for policy development in CAFE
and for the Baseline scenarios and IAM ? (The annexed list may give some guidance)

Using the annexed list as a starting point, there is some need for modifications and additions in
Part 2 ("Indicators for Air Pollution"). For example:

Under sub-title "Emissions":
- In addition to "Emissions of acidifying pollutants" and "Emissions of ozone precursors", it would
be useful also to have "Emissions of eutrophying pollutants" (i.e. NH3 and NOx).

Under sub-title "Policies assessment":
- Add "Progress towards attaining national emission ceilings", and "Progress towards attaining EU
air quality standards".

Under sub-title "Air Quality, Effects"
- Add "Recovery from acidification" (I.e. one could estimate and illustrate what area (hectares
and/or percentage) of ecosystems that are expected to have recovered (according to defined
chemical criteria) within a given time period (e.g. by 2020, 2050, etc). Dynamic modelling would
be the tool for such estimates.)
- Add "Impacts on Materials and Cultural Heritage" and "Impacts on Visibility". (An example of
methodologies for (part of) this can be found in the report "Cost-Benefit Analysis for the Protocol
to Abate Acidification, Eutrophication and Ground Level Ozone" (1999) by M. Holland et. al.
Published as No. 133 in Publicatiereeks lucht & energie, by the Dutch Ministry of Environment.)
- It would certainly be of high interest and relevance to include also "Impacts on Biodiversity", but
there may be a need to develop methodologies for how this could be done.

1b) What type of indicator would be most appropriate?

The annexed list, plus the items listed above, provides a good starting point. Overall, CAFE needs
indicators for two different purposes: a) to be used as the basis for target setting, and b) to
provide information to a wider audience. Some indicators may be able to fulfil both these criteria -
others may not.

For example, indicators such as "accumulated exceedance" or AOT40 are useful for target
setting, but has little value when informing the general public. And an indicator on (percentage)
crop losses due to ozone may be of high interest for (parts of) the public, but it may be difficult (or
inappropriate) to use for target setting.

1c) Do you have suggestions on how these should be defined?

For most of the indicators in the list, this is clear from the text and/or from earlier use - but some
may need further elaboration. In those cases, it is probably helpful to develop such definitions in
co-operation (or at least in consultation) with people involved in modelling as well as people
involved in effects-research and mapping.

2) What other aspects of indicators for CAFE are important? (Examples would be
conveying information to a wider public or the use of indicators on the local, regional,
national and EU scale.)
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3a) What are your views on indicators related to economically and societally sustainable
development, such as resource management, cost-efficiency, cost benefit and equity?

3b) Is it useful to identify these types of indicators for the purpose of CAFE?

3c) If not, how should these issues be addressed?

4) What other views or issues are important in the selection of indicators for the CAFE
program?

Targets for IAM and CAFE

Targets for the use in CAFE are specific objectives to be achieved exactly or as far as
possible with the aid of a set of policies and measures. The target values are to be defined
in later discussions within the CAFE program. The questions below are to give some feel
for the views of the members of the WG on TS and PA and a base for discussions in the
WG.

5) Which indicators should be used for target setting in CAFE and particular for the
IAM?

CAFE indicators to be used for target setting should as far as possible be based on effects.

It is yet a bit early to firmly establish exactly the indicators and targets (and their numerical values)
to be used for CAFE. It is not unlikely that work under CAFE and the LRTAP Convention over the
forthcoming one-two years will develop knowledge and methodologies - at least for some of the
indicators/targets - that may well prove to be more useful than current alternatives. But modellers
will need some guiding on indicators and targets also for their early work. Consequently, the list
below is non-exhaustive and preliminary:

Acidification:
- Accumulated exceedance (deposition exceeding critical loads)
- Area exceedance
- Impacts on soil, surface water and ground water
- Recovery

Eutrophication:
- Accumulated exceedance (deposition exceeding critical loads)
- Area exceedance
(-Biodiversity impacts)

Health (O3, PM, NO2, SO2, etc.):
- Population exposure in excess of EU Limit Values (or EU Target Values) provides very useful
information, but CAFE targets should be based on  exposure in excess of WHO guidelines.
Where no WHO guidelines exists (e.g. PM and benzene), other approaches (e.g. based on risks
for damage) should be applied. (Population exposure indicators should be given for the regional
level, as well as the urban level separately.)
- Health impacts of exposure (e.g. mortality, morbidity), for each pollutant

Vegetation (O3, SO2, NOx):
- The critical levels for effects on vegetation for ozone, SO2, and NOx. For ozone based on
AOT40 (or perhaps AOT30) (possibly modified Level I or new Level II) critical levels
- Exposure indices of exceedance (for crops, semi-natural vegetation and forests)
- Impacts on vegetation (e.g. biodiversity)
Others:
- Impacts on materials (incl. cultural heritage) and visibility
- Deposition targets for some heavy metals (e.g. cadmium)
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6) The actual target value may reflect the level of ambition for protection of human health
or the environment or other aspects. The 6th environmental action program states that the
aim is to contribute to a high level of quality of life and social well being for citizens by
providing an environment where the level of pollution does not give rise to harmful
effects on human health and the environment. What is your interpretation of the aim in
relation to setting initial and final targets for CAFE?

The final target for CAFE is that air pollution should ultimately be brought down to such levels that
there no longer exist any harmful (i.e. damaging) impacts on human health and the environment.
Consequently, the setting of initial (intermediate) targets under CAFE show the "level of ambition"
and must constitute clear steps in the direction towards attainment of the final target, i.e. they
should represent significant improvements in air quality (incl. deposition and recovery rate), thus
reducing damage to health and the environment.
Based on this, indicators and targets for CAFE should - to the largest extent possible - be
"effects-based". It also follows that IAM should cover measures aimed at meeting both initial and
final targets.
A new issue in this context is recovery. Here, we are no longer talking only about preventing
new/additional damage, but also introducing a time-dimension for recovery from "old" damage.
This is very important and must to be considered. Another such new element in this context is
biodiversity, where damage to some extent also may be "reversible" and involve a time
dimension.

7) What are your views concerning the process for setting the initial and final targets for
the CAFE program?

In order to arrive at targets as described above, there is a need for an on-going open
(transparent) dialogue between the Commission, modellers and stakeholders, including not only
the "level of ambition" for each environmental/health target (problem area), but also the balance
between the different problem areas.
There is also a need to keep "open minds" in the sense that we are aiming at a "moving target" -
improved scientific knowledge over time means that current figures on e.g. critical levels and
loads and/or WHO health guidelines will change over time. So the figures now seen as
representing final targets may very well change over the years to come. Similarly, priorities
(specific pollutants and/or problem areas) are likely to change over time.

8) What other views or issues are important in the selection of initial and final targets for
the CAFE program?
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 22 August from Manfred Ogris (A)

Indicators for Baseline scenarios and Integrated Assessment Modelling (IAM)
and CAFE

1. a What are your views concerning priority indicators for policy development in CAFE
and for the Baseline scenarios and IAM ? (The annexed list may give some guidance)

The usage of indicators will be absolutely necessary to develop scenarios (baseline and target)
and to demonstrate their consequences. In part it is clear, which of the indicators will be
necessary (e.g. general driving forces or emissions), in part it will depend on the formulation of
the targets (number of lung diseases??). Maybe it will even be necessary to find indicators to
make understanding of the complex relationships easier (for politicians or the public). Therefore it
seems to be clear that the offered list can be only preliminary. So I would like to discourage from
spending too much time to work out a complete list of indicators at the moment.

1.b  What type of indicator would be most appropriate?

In general I see two different kinds of indicators:

1. indicators for the formulation of targets for the following topics

1. Acidification
2. Eutrophication
3. Ozone (ecosystems)
4. Ozone (human health)
5. PM10

In a first step the WG could agree upon indicators which can be optimised and with which the
modellers can work. For the topics 1 to 4 the indicators from the Göteborg-Protocol and the NEC-
D could be used as a starting point. Probably they have to be improved. For PM10 we will need
new indicators. On the one side we have the first DDR with the limit values (number of
exceedances of daily LV or annual LV) as a starting point, on the other side we could use others
like background-concentrations or the sum of concentrations over a period.

2. indicators for the modelling of target-scenarios

Some indicators are clear to be necessary:

- Driving forces (general, energy, transport, agriculture and maybe not that important waste)
- emissions
- policies assessment
- climate change and interaction to air pollution

Maybe there are also indicators we cannot see at the moment.

Some indicators will not be necessary for the IAM like those for CO, C6H6 and Pb, as those
problems can be seen and solved more isolated.

1.c Do you have suggestions on how these should be defined?

2. What other aspects of indicators for CAFE are important? (Examples would be
conveying information to a wider public or the use of indicators on the local, regional,
national and EU scale.)
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The problem of information of politicians and the public should not play any role during the
process of target formulation. This can be done later.

3.a What are your views on indicators related to economically and societally sustainable
development, such as resource management, cost-efficiency, cost benefit and equity?

The indicators concerning sustainability are important for the description of the consequences of
the scenarios to the public.

Cost-efficiency has to be one of the leading principles in CAFE, but it must not become the one
and only.

I don’t believe in cost benefit analysis because of fundamental methodological problems. On the
other side I think it will not be possible to prevent them. I hope those calculations will provide us
with justifications for the politicians.

3.b Is it useful to identify these types of indicators for the purpose of CAFE?

It will be necessary.

4. What other views or issues are important in the selection of indicators for the CAFE
program

Targets for IAM and CAFE
Targets for the use in CAFE are specific objectives to be achieved exactly or as far as
possible with the aid of a set of policies and measures. The target values are to be defined
in later discussions within the CAFE program. The questions below are to give some feel
for the views of the members of the WG on TS and PA and a base for discussions in the
WG.
5. Which indicators should be used for target setting in CAFE and particular for the
IAM?

A first step could be the compilation of targets from the NEC-D and the Göteborg-Protocol at least
for topics 1- 4. A first discussion of the advantages and disadvantages could be helpful. For PM10
see answer to question 1b.

6. The actual target value may reflect the level of ambition for protection of human health
or the environment or other aspects. The 6th environmental action program states that the
aim is to contribute to a high level of quality of life and social well being for citizens by
providing an environment where the level of pollution does not give rise to harmful
effects on human health and the environment. What is your interpretation of the aim in
relation to setting initial and final targets for CAFE?

For topics 1- 4 the final targets seem to be clear: no exceeding of critical loads and levels.

PM10 should probably be dealt with like a carcinogenic substance like benzene. So we have to
answer the question what is the maximum burden we can expect of the public. Thus a
quantitative statement is necessary, which can always be only a compromise. Maybe the final
target can be the protection of the population going as far as possible. To get a feeling about the
weight of this topic it would be helpful to have comparing descriptions of the consequences for
health (of PM10 and other pollutants like ozone).
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The setting of initial targets can probably be reached only in a pragmatic way (like Göteborg-
Protokoll and NEC-D). In a first step the weighting of the different topics could be very helpful.

7. What are your views concerning the process for setting the initial and final targets for
the CAFE program?

The process for setting the final targets could be very easy:

1. Suggestion by the commission. For topics 1- 4: no exceeding of critical loads and levels;
for PM10: a general formulation like above or a precise target deduced from a reasonable
burden for the population (I would prefer the first possibility)

2. Discussion by and acceptance by the WG (for PM10 a coordination with the WGPM will be
necessary.

The process for setting the initial targets could be like this:

1. Suggestion of absolute targets for PM10 (the LV in the first DDR)
2. Relative weighting of the sectors protection of human health and protection of the

ecosystems (50:50 or whatever)
3. For the sector protection of human health we could try to find an indicator (or indicators)

that can be applied to topics 4 and 5 likewise (reduction of expectancy of life, increasing
of morbidity or mortality, hospitalisation…?). This should be possible when we have
proved correlations between those indicators and the modelled concentrations.

4. It would be ideal to have one or more indicators for topics 1-3 too. Because of the
complexity of the systems and the damages I only can see monetary damages as an
indicator. I would refuse to use a monetary indicator because of the uncertainty of the
method and also for optical reasons. By default of one indicator for this sector we could
undertake a weighting again (e.g. 30:30:40). So we can come to an overall weighting (in
this case 15:15:20:50 for the topics 1:2:3:4+5)

5. I think it is not reasonable to create precise targets at a very early point of time (e.g.
reduction of the area damaged by acidification by 55 %), because nobody of us can say
what implications has this target in an absolute or relative manner (therefore weighting
first). With the upper weighting the modellers can be mandated to design scenarios
according to those weighting.

6. Those scenarios can be the starting points for the discussion of the overall ambition
(when the member states can see the implications), details, and open questions. So this
could be the fine tuning.

8. What other views or issues are important in the selection of initial and final targets for
the CAFE program?

The targets can be set up only in close cooperation with the modellers, because the implications
of the targets can only be guessed without having the appropriate scenarios.
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23 August from Michael Harryman (UK)

Indicators for Baseline scenarios and Integrated Assessment Modelling (IAM)
and CAFE

1. a What are your views concerning priority indicators for policy development in CAFE
and for the Baseline scenarios and IAM ? (The annexed list may give some guidance)

The indicators should reflect the level of ambition in the review of the NECD and DD1.
They should be simple-for example proposed Limit Values and degrees of ‘gap closure’ for
depositions and critical loads or areas of exceedence of critical loads……

1.b  What type of indicator would be most appropriate?

Simple, directly related to the environmental goal, but one which is USEABLE by the IAMs

1.c Do you have suggestions on how these should be defined?

Unless there are strong reasons to the contrary, why can we not use the same set as last time?
There may be a need to think more about particles-whether we have a concentration or a ‘gap
closure’ on an exposure (concentration x population) indicator, but this would need to be
discussed with the IAM people and would probably require at least one trial run. There will also
need to be a decision on whether or not we can use a Level II approach for ozone and whether or
not we can use Dynamical Modelling. These decisions need taking first and then we would need
to decide what ‘indicators’ to use to accommodate the new ideas, but this would need the close
co-operation of the IAM people to decide what indicators were practicable.

2. What other aspects of indicators for CAFE are important? (Examples would be
conveying information to a wider public or the use of indicators on the local, regional,
national and EU scale.)

It is probably best left to MS to decide how best to convey information to their public.

3.a What are your views on indicators related to economically and societally sustainable
development, such as resource management, cost-efficiency, cost benefit and equity?

Not relevant to the core questions for CAFÉ which are (i) do we need to go further than NECD?
And (ii) Do we need to revise the Limit Values in the first Daughter Directive, although of course in
answering these questions costs and benefits would need to be calculated. This process would
not however need a lengthy debate about indicators.

3.b Is it useful to identify these types of indicators for the purpose of CAFE?

See 1a above.

3.c If not, how should these issues be addressed?

N/A

4. What other views or issues are important in the selection of indicators for the CAFE
program?

No comment, other than to recommend that there is no reason to artificially force this work into
the DSPIR framework.
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Targets for IAM and CAFE

Targets for the use in CAFE are specific objectives to be achieved exactly or as far as
possible with the aid of a set of policies and measures. The target values are to be defined
in later discussions within the CAFE program. The questions below are to give some feel
for the views of the members of the WG on TS and PA and a base for discussions in the
WG.

5. Which indicators should be used for target setting in CAFE and particular for the
IAM?

See 1c above-why not use the same as those used last time for NECD/Gothenburg?

6. The actual target value may reflect the level of ambition for protection of human health
or the environment or other aspects. The 6th environmental action program states that the
aim is to contribute to a high level of quality of life and social well being for citizens by
providing an environment where the level of pollution does not give rise to harmful
effects on human health and the environment. What is your interpretation of the aim in
relation to setting initial and final targets for CAFE?

This is certainly the aim, but in practice it may not be achievable. There is therefore the need to
determine what level of environmental improvement can be justified in terms of
economic/social/political considerations. Which is why we are planning to do the modelling.

7. What are your views concerning the process for setting the initial and final targets for
the CAFE program?

As noted at the last meeting of the WGTSPA, the important points are that the modelling process
is transparent and that stakeholders have the opportunity to make an input to the modelling –
including peer review and validation issues - and to a full assessment and appreciation of the
outputs.

8. What other views or issues are important in the selection of initial and final targets for
the CAFE program?

That wherever feasible, an assessment of costs and benefits is made.
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 9 September from Rob Maas (Expert from UNECE)

Indicators for Baseline scenarios and Integrated Assessment Modelling (IAM)
and CAFE

1. a What are your views concerning priority indicators for policy development in CAFE
and for the Baseline scenarios and IAM ? (The annexed list may give some guidance)

Priority should be given to ‘end-point indicators’ (or ‘impact’ indicators) that legitimate air quality
policies and can be used to define the policy ambitions:

•  protection of health (population weighted exceedance of WHO-exposure levels of PM, ozone,
NO2); and if possible: expected loss of life (mortality) and expected loss of healthy years
(morbidity);

•  protection of ecosystems (ecosystem area weighted exceedance of critical loads of acid and
nitrogen, or double weighted by taking into account the remaining time before the buffering of
the soil is exhausted and actual ecosystem damage will occur);

•  protection of crops (crop area weighted AOT40, taking into account actual plant uptake);
•  monetarised damage to materials and cultural heritage;
•  costs of abatement measures

Additional indicators can be used to check the equity of policy strategies:
•  emissions per square kilometre, per head and per unit of GDP
•  emission factors per unit of energy used

1.b  What type of indicator would be most appropriate?

End-point indicators as defined under question 1a

1.c Do you have suggestions on how these should be defined?

See question 1a. For modelling work it is crucial to define changes in the current definitions of
end-point indicators in an early stage. Substantial modelling work would be required to
incorporate mortality, morbidity, actual ozone uptake by plants and buffering processes in the soil.
All indicators should be expressed per country and where appropriate per grid. The choice of the
grid level and the target years also involve substantial modelling work.

2. What other aspects of indicators for CAFE are important? (Examples would be
conveying information to a wider public or the use of indicators on the local, regional,
national and EU scale.)

Emissions per head, unit of GDP, square kilometre, unit of energy used; density of cars, cattle and energy
use; GDP per head; costs per head; number of days with exceedance of WHO-levels.

3.a What are your views on indicators related to economically and societally sustainable
development, such as resource management, cost-efficiency, cost benefit and equity?

Costs of abatement per country; Costs per unit of GDP; Marginal Abatement Costs per kg of emissions
reduced; Marginal Costs per unit of end-point indicator improved (e.g. costs per unit of life years won;
costs per unit of ecosystem area protected, etc).

3.b Is it useful to identify these types of indicators for the purpose of CAFE?

yes

3.c If not, how should these issues be addressed?
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4. What other views or issues are important in the selection of indicators for the CAFE
program?

Sectoral indicators such as emissions per unit of energy used per sector (transport, industry,
domestic, etc.) and marginal abatement costs per sector.

Targets for IAM and CAFE

5. Which indicators should be used for target setting in CAFE and particular for the
IAM?

See question 1 a

6. The actual target value may reflect the level of ambition for protection of human health
or the environment or other aspects. The 6th environmental action program states that the
aim is to contribute to a high level of quality of life and social well being for citizens by
providing an environment where the level of pollution does not give rise to harmful
effects on human health and the environment. What is your interpretation of the aim in
relation to setting initial and final targets for CAFE?

My interpretation would be that ultimately the policy goal is to avoid all exceedances of WHO-
levels and critical loads; but in the meantime intermediate goal could be set that are a little bit
stricter than before and will be a function of the marginal costs that will be acceptable:
technological developments could reduce the (marginal) abatement costs so that in time more
emission reductions are possible against the same marginal costs as before; higher incomes
could lead to the acceptance of higher marginal abatment costs.

7. What are your views concerning the process for setting the initial and final targets for
the CAFE program?

First analyse the impacts of current national obligations

Secondly analyse the costs and impacts of maximum feasible reductions (including a fair
proportion of climate/energy policy, as well as local transport measures and EU-agricultural policy.

Analyse the cost-curves between A and B: the initial targets could be chosen somewhere in
between A and B in the neighbourhood of the ‘Knuckle point’ in the cost-curves, i.e, the point
beyond which the Average European Marginal Abatement Costs increase rapidly.

8. What other views or issues are important in the selection of initial and final targets for
the CAFE program?

Pay special attention to those countries where Marginal Abatement Costs are higher than average
and/or where the environmental improvements are modest. Often – in order to meet equal
environmental targets - National Marginal Costs are higher in densely urbanised areas and
environmental improvements are modest in Southern European countries.

NB ADDITIONAL FILES FROM ROB MAAS INCLUDED A DRAFT PAPER “ARE WE
SURE? SOME THOUGHTS ABOUT UNCERTAINTY TREATMENT IN INTEGRATED
ASSESSMENT” AS WELL AS A POWERPOINT PRESENTATION ON THE SAME THEME.
IT ALSO INCLUDED MEETINGS FROM A TFIAM WORKSHOP HELD 24-25 JANUARY
2002 ON INCERTAINTIES.
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11September from Arno Graff (D)

RESPONSE TO THE QUESTIONNAIRE ON INDICATORS (CAFE - WG TS/PA)

STARTING POINT

The Clean Air for Europe is a programme directed towards a thematic strategy for air quality. It
will be based on the precautionary principle and will take full account of the latest and best
available scientific and technical information. CAFE will have the general aim of developing a
long-term, strategic and integrated policy to protect against the effects of air pollution on human
health and the environment (The Clean Air for Europe (CAFE) Programme: Towards a Thematic
Strategy for Air Quality, COM(2001) 245 final, 04.05.2001).

KEY INSTRUMENT

Though the strategy should involve among others “the provision of information to the public,
including by indicators” the strengthening of scientific input to policy has to be the main issue. A
prerequisit to achieve this is to install a valid source-receptor relationship by advanced 3-d air
quality modelling. A minimum demand is to apply at least a medium complex multi-scale
modelling system (CTM) that inter-links the regional, urban and local scale. This indeed may
better help to reveal complex phenomenon (than highly aggregated indicators) and finally will
together with results from monitoring give information about impact on health, ecosystems and
materials. Furthermore models are the only available tool if the impact on air quality of possible
future sources or of alternative future emission scenarios is to be investigated. Following that line
an air quality driven and effects based approach will be the result.

REQUIREMENTS

A key element to achieve this, an European-wide emission inventory is necessary for SO2, NOx,
NMVOC, PM, NH3, CO with a sector split e.g. according to CORINAIR and in an adequate
geographical resolution. To get this on a sound basis is the most difficult task. In terms of DPSIR
the pressures thus will be described sufficiently.

The application of CTMs enables to assess the impact. With respect to air quality most of the
standards reflecting impact are set legally in the daughter directives.

Finally, output will be an overview how the situation of air quality may be expected in 2005 resp.
2010 as a result from policy response so far and which response is needed additionally in case of
air quality standards won’t be met. To cover the topic of possible responses automatically leads to
IAM (and back to the driving forces).

For the first step there is no target than meeting the limit values and reviewing the EU air quality
legislation. Having this, the second step may be looking at 2020 or 2030 and defining appropriate
targets for this time.

PRESENTATION OF RESULTS AND THE ROLE OF INDICATORS

Following the concept outlined above roughly, data enough will be available to assess what kind
of air quality problems we will have in future and what policy response could be given. Data will
then be available for DPSIR. It must be made sure to document and keep them. Depending on
the science based results it is a derived problem to find an adequate presentation and perhaps if
possible by using indicators. Defining indicators in advance and convening about them makes it
difficult to adjust them to the special findings that shall be a result of the assessment to be done
at first and thus would mean to do a work more than once.
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